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Introduction
For many years Greentree has been a great Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
solution for many organisations around the world. Its on-premise solution has
been the product of choice for small-medium and enterprise businesses for
many years. When you are one of a few ERP vendors, business will purchase
your solution. With the emergence of cloud ERP solutions and the speed of
internet, companies are looking for efficiencies, ease of use and seamless
upgrading of software.
As the saying goes, the only constant is change. Market shifts are occurring at a
neck breaking speed. In response to relentless disruption, we see that CFO’s
and business owners are looking at a wide range of initiatives. These could
include ways to save money and drive efficiency gains. Potential to increase
resiliency and the ability to absorb the impact of change. Whilst still mitigating
risk and potentially pivot their businesses, and evaluate new revenue streams
that businesses can exploit today and into the future.
If you are considering such options, you will need to figure out what you can
change, you will need the necessary visibility to understand what you should
change, and you will need the agility to change whatever needs to change.
Business are looking for ways to drive operational efficiencies, cut costs and
the ability to absorb the impact of change. The business landscape is changing
and the future of work is about sustainability and ERP is a critical part of this.
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INVESTING IN AN
ERP SYSTEM

The need for a strategic partnership
Investing in an ERP system needs to be a strategic decision. The right vendor
and solution can become an agent of business transformation, but the wrong
choice could severely negatively impact a business for many years. Key
questions need to be asked to help you sort through the many vendors and
products on offer.
What do independent analysts think of your vendor and their product?
Does your vendor invest in the product you are evaluating?
Is you vendor invested in your success? How do they support your journey?
Does your ERP support your growth, your need to pivot, or your need for
agility and flexibility?

How quickly things are changing
In 2019, more than 30 percent of the 100 largest vendors’ new software investments will
have shifted from cloud-first to cloud-only.

By 2020, anything other than a cloud-only strategy for new IT initiatives will require
justification at more than 30% of large-enterprise organisations.

By 2021, more than half of global enterprises already using cloud today will adopt an
all-in cloud strategy.
According to Gartner
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IS YOUR SOFTWARE
LIMITING YOUR
SUCCESS?
A fast-growing business must keep in mind that the scope of its financial
operations will dramatically change as its business expands. Businesses with
ambitions larger than a single store will inevitably need to do more than just
balance accounts and close their books each financial year. The sooner they
consider moving from basic accounting software to more sophisticated, cloudbased financial management platforms, the easier they will find the transition
into more markets, higher customer volumes and bigger operations.
Complete financial management platforms like NetSuite, give a holistic and
integrated view of the entire company’s operations that pure accounting
software was never designed for. From that vantage point, any business can
grow its products, departments, geographical outreach, employees, customers,
transactions and revenue with greater confidence and consistency.

Ownership pains experienced by Greentree customers often include:
The product is on life support and no longer supported by the creators.
A lack of innovation and new features.
Lack of investment and R&D.
You are dependant on a partner to customise everything and on a
proprietary language.
The inability to support international businesses that need multi-country
localisations.
The inability to support modern flexible workforces.
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Major growth may seem out of reach too many businesses – for the time being.
But the best time to make the switch to cloud-based ERP is, and always will be,
“as soon as possible”. Amongst NetSuite’s own customers, almost all agree that
delaying the switch from basic accounting to cloud-based ERP would have
exposed them to significant risks – of slower growth, missed opportunities, or
greater threats from noncompliance and cybersecurity as they grew. The earlier
growing businesses opt for complete financial management software – at a
price point that adjusts according to what they need, when they need it – the
easier they’ll find the transition from small-scale bookkeeping to global growth
potential.
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WHY CHOOSE
NETSUITE?

How NetSuite is helping businesses grow
NetSuite customers can innovate on a modern cloud ERP. As a true cloud
solution, NetSuite lets business get on with running their operations, instead of
worrying about managing their ERP or being constrained by the ERP’s
limitations. Through twice-yearly automated updates, businesses benefit from
the constant injection of new capability into NetSuite.
NetSuite helps customers improve their speed and agility. NetSuite firstly
empowers business people to configure the functionality and real time
business insight within NetSuite. The quicker you get the insight you need from
a personalised dashboard, search or report, the quicker you can respond
irrespective of where you might be located.
Customers grow and transform their businesses locally and internationally
using NetSuite. From being able to configure and customise NetSuite to suit
their growing levels of complexity, to having access to hundreds of 3rd party
applications and a rich API to help with integration to other applications.
NetSuite customers have the tools to begin the journey that they want to take.
Through industry-leading practice learned from 20,000+ implementations,
NetSuite customers can leverage the experience of peers within their
implementation of NetSuite and use it to optimise their business, instead of
just using an ERP to automate processes which could be ineffective or
inefficient.
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NetSuite ERP Delivering Real Results!
“We needed a tool that was powerful and versatile enough to
handle demand planning, warehouse management, that had
freedom of ease for customisation – and was able to bring the
full staff to the system regardless of whether they were on or
off site. We knew Liberate I.T. and NetSuite could deliver.”
Claire Harney - Operations Manager at Toolware

Move at your speed
NetSuite customers often state that adopting a new ERP and extracting value
from that ERP should be considered a journey. Businesses should be afforded
the opportunity to adopt capability that will deliver them the maximum value
and when their business is ready to adopt the capability. Working with NetSuite
and you, Liberate I.T. can provide a phased implementation approach with
change management services, leveraging NetSuite’s leading practice and
education services. NetSuite also provides a knowledge base and Support
directly to all customers to help support their daily operations. Your vendor is
just a phone call away.
Vendor and Partner share your risk
Liberate I.T. and NetSuite provide an industry-unique relationship with every
customer. You are never alone. NetSuite provides ongoing relationship
management services who work with Liberate I.T. to help you maximise the
long-term value from your investment
Are you going to wait until MYOB forces you to move to another one of their
products, that they do not own, or will you consider evaluating the worldleading mid-market cloud ERP that supports 20,000+ businesses globally?
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Why NetSuite is the #1 cloud ERP system
Traditional ERP systems (not cloud-based ERP like NetSuite) are part of a
fragmented, complex IT infrastructure that delivers disruption rather than
efficiency.
Traditional ERP systems like Greentree are just one part of an organisation’s
business system. Companies usually deploy other systems to automate
support, sales, warehousing, ecommerce, professional services and other
functions. With different processes running on many different systems, it is
difficult or impossible to:
Obtain a clear picture of bookings, billings and backlogs.
Decrease spreadsheet-based accounting.
Scale up to support growth.
Provide visibility to everyone in the organisation.
Reconcile different versions of data.
Integrate front- and back-office processes.
Have a clear audit trail and understand the business in real-time.
Although business processes are automated with the best of intentions,
separate applications for each silo in the organisation create disruption.
Multiple point solutions create a “legacy applications hairball” that is burdened
with manual tasks and bottlenecks. Over time, this infrastructure translates
into more money, more resources and more integrations.
After investing in technology, organisations should be able to run the business
more efficiently and gain the insights needed to make decisions. With onpremise systems, the result is just the opposite.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR
BUSINESS PROCESSES

NetSuite is a cloud platform simplifying business processes and I.T.
There are many compelling reasons why companies move from older onpremise applications like Greentree to modern cloud-based solutions, such as
NetSuite. Reduced IT infrastructure investment and lower total cost of
ownership being the predominant one. Compared to on-premise systems,
cloud-based ERP costs are much lower and allow organisations to access cloud
systems via an internet connection.
With true cloud solutions, the cloud provider hosts and maintains the I.T.
infrastructure, ensures that the system is always up and running, maintains
system security, and rolls out product enhancements smoothly without
breaking customer scripts or modules. Cloud ERP systems also offer a
predictable pay-as-you-go subscription model that makes cash flow planning
much easier.
A modern cloud-based management system like NetSuite helps a company
unify their business processes, departments, and divisions. Every application
uses the same data repository, so all users have access to the same
information. Additional NetSuite benefits include:
Increased business agility.
Cloud solutions take maintenance and upgrade concerns off the table.
Companies can focus on their core competencies and on running the business.
Reduced spreadsheet-based accounting.
When organisations have multiple on-premise systems, separate islands of
data result. To bridge the gaps, employees often use “spreadsheet-based
accounting.” An integrated, cloud-based suite eliminates the need for this type
of workaround.
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Integration of front- and back-office processes results in reconciliation of
data across the organisation.
Better real-time financial and operational visibility, including multisubsidiary management.
Consolidating multi-subsidiary and multinational financials with Greentree is
time-consuming and expensive. Organisations must either conduct the exercise
across a multitude of spreadsheets or invest in separate accounts for every
subsidiary and international division and additional external reporting tools.
A true cloud solution.
Many software vendors run old, on-premise software in a data centre and call it
cloud-based. In contrast, NetSuite was built from the ground up as a multitenant, true cloud solution.
Self-service and mobility.
The workforce today is much different from 10 years ago. NetSuite provides
real-time access to information anywhere and anytime, including access to data
and dashboards in a self-service way from mobile devices.
Global deployment.
NetSuite enables global organisations to manage multiple subsidiaries,
business units and legal entities. It seamlessly handles different currencies,
taxation rules and reporting requirements from a single platform.
Easy, predictable upgrades and lower cost of ownership.
With NetSuite, organisations are no longer version locked. Since NetSuite hosts
its own applications, upgrades are managed seamlessly without breaking
customisations and third-party integrations. Organisations no longer have to
worry about maintenance of their I.T. infrastructure.
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ABOUT LIBERATE I.T.

Liberate I.T. was established in early 2011 with the focus of solely selling,
implementing and supporting NetSuite throughout New Zealand. The business
was founded by two owners who, having worked with ERP systems for over 20
years, identified an opportunity for cloud-based solutions in the SME market.
In New Zealand and Australia Liberate I.T. has 120+ customers who use
NetSuite and with whom we have provided services work over the last five
years, this makes us one of the largest NetSuite partners in ANZ in terms of
total customers.
Our team of implementation consultants are NetSuite specialists, collectively
our team have many years’ experience in NetSuite, implementing NetSuite to
over 100 company sites moving from old on-premise legacy systems or
outgrown their current accounting software.

We use NetSuite at Liberate I.T.
“Since Liberate I.T. was established in 2011, we have been
using NetSuite since the company started. We use NetSuite
financial/ accounting, CRM, support, projects and payroll.
Using NetSuite has allowed the business to scale without
causing disruption to business operations. This makes our
company a true cloud company and we practise what we
preach”
Steve Paea- Sales Manager at Liberate I.T.
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WHY CHOOSE
LIBERATE I.T.

Our philosophy is based on supporting and leading our customers through the
implementation, and through the shared implementation philosophy ensuring
they are self-sufficient when we complete the initial project. Being a cloud
service provider, we focus hard on customer retention.
We are confident that Liberate I.T. will be an ideal partner to work
alongside on your NetSuite project, and highlight some information which
we think supports this position:
We are dedicated to doing one thing and that is NetSuite. Companies will be
working with a team that is focused on one product only and that is all
things NetSuite.
We have a proven track record in successfully implementing NetSuite in the
ANZ market, with 120+ customers since our inception in 2011.
We bring relevant industry expertise, having implemented and/or
supported NetSuite. Our highly specialised NetSuite implementation team
bring global experience across all aspects of the implementation, including
Project Management, Change Management and NetSuite configuration. We
are unique in the market in that two of our specialists are formally NetSuite
Certified (accredited), the result of intensive training and a formal
examination.
Our high customer retention rate of (95%+) is evidence of our commitment
to providing quality post implementation support.
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FUTURE PROOF YOUR
BUSINESS

Conclusion
Building and maintaining a successful company in today’s business
environment requires modern tools and technology. No longer can
organisations meet the growing demands of consumers and increasing
competition by relying on legacy on-premise systems offered by traditional
vendors that are expensive, inefficient and not scalable.
With a true cloud solution, businesses are transformed through increased
agility, better integration of front and back office processes, improved visibility
and consolidation, and lower total cost of ownership. Unlike Greentree users,
NetSuite clients get a true cloud solution that provides an integrated suite for
our growing global customer base of more than 20,000+ customers.
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CONTACT US

Email: info@liberateit.com
NZ 0800 5423 7283
AU 1300 013 005
www.liberateit.com
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